She spoke in a low musical -voice. In a sentence or two she criticized
Karsavina from our point of view, showing unusual familiarity with
dancing and dancers. No longer quite so strange, the emissary of Fate
mercy on my soul, from the other side of the known world, bowed her head
to my invitation to tea at the near-by Congress. She accepted with perfect
ease without artificial hesitation.
I was in love with her.
It was all as simple as that. When nature by the hand of Fate has
arranged her drama all else is beside the mark. It is as it should be.
Over tea cups the obvious conversation ranged the gamxit of Philosophy
and Art. The implications were colourful overtones, deep undertones. She
held her own in either: and 'her own* was a famous architect. Manifestly
well educated she was unusually well trained in self-possession in a more
profound school than anyone I had ever met. And, incidentally, not so
important, I learned what you already know, that Olgivanna-—that was
her name—was born to an official family in Cettinje, Montenegro, was
educated by her sister in Batum, Russia, had just arrived from Paris with
her seven-year-old little daughter, Svetlana. She had corno to Chicago to
confer on business matters with her husband from, whom she had separated,
She was intending to return to Paris as soon as possible. You already know,
too, the attractive name Olgivanna was made by her friends out of Olga
Ivanovna as it had been in Batum—Russian for Olga, daughter of John.
The nickname Olgivanna was a respectful form of address not unlike
our Mrs. or Miss.
The Institute Gurdjieff ivr the harmonious development of man, I had
already heard about. The Asiatic savant had brought his group to New
York the summer before and performed remarkable studies in human
correlation at Carnegie Hall. She herself had been in the group and I now
learned from her more of that remarkable training, Tho Institute took
unrhythmical neurotic human beings in all the social strata, took them
apart, and put them together again better correlated, happier, more alive
and useful to themselves and others* I am putting here what Olgivanna
said with her own inimitable accent into my own words. It seems that
Ouspensky, Orage, Lady Rothermere, Katherine Mansfield, and many
others were Gurdjieff beneficiaries and disciples. Olgivanna? Jean Zarts-
man, Lili Galounian, the Hartmans, and Schoenvalls were all star leaders
in the teachings Gurdjieff had promulgated and was preaching—nearer
Dalcroze it seemed to me than any other well-known system. But more
profound. It was fascinating revelation as she described it* She seemed to
approve and like what I had to say about it. Between us across that tea
table went more from each to each than I can ever describe. It was not in
words, although the words were good. I am no novelist. Meredith might
do it. But I should be dissatisfied with what he did and so would Olgivanna,
Jerry kept on gushing. Even more than her acquaintance with philo-
sophy I admired the more than lady-like art, art is the word, with which
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